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Local History Link 
Keeping you in touch during the coronavirus pandemic                    No. 37 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
Welcome to edition No. 37 of Local History Link. We start with Tony’s recollections of visiting Tilbury Dock 
with his father during WW2, Sue writes about the driving test and topically David writes about vaccinations. 
Joyce recalls a boot sale and Malcolm makes us laugh. Nicole Baddeley recalls a murder in Basildon. 
We thank all our contributors who enable us to publish an edition each week, but we need more items, so 
please keep sending your articles, photos, etc., by email to Jim at jsanctuary28@gmail.com or post to 28 
Darlinghurst Grove, Leigh-on-Sea, SS9 3LG. Keep safe and keep well! Tony, Tricia and Jim 

 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++  

 
MEMORIES OF TILBURY DOCKS 1943-1945 

 
My father was manager of a small company based in the City of London providing medical supplies to 
merchant ships using the Port of London. All British merchant ships were controlled by the Board of Trade 
and were ordered to keep a comprehensive list of medicines and medical aids on board. 
My father’s company had contracts with most of the shipping companies based in London to supply these 
medicines. As each ship arrived in the London Docks my father would need to make contact and each day, he 
would read Lloyds List, a daily newspaper published by Lloyds of London which listed the movement of all 
merchant ships across the world. Once he had found the details of a newly-arrived ship, he would have to 
contact the ship’s agent. 

He would visit the shipping company offices, which were 
mostly based in Leadenhall Street or nearby roads and if 
this failed, he would go to a Mooney’s Irish Pub in 
Leadenhall Street where most of the shipping agents met 
at lunch-time. Once my father had obtained the 
commission from the agent, he would send one of his team 
down to the ship to meet the captain. A stocktake of the 
captain`s medical cupboard was made and a few days later 
a company van would take the new medical supplies to 
the docks for loading onboard the ship. All this was done 
without present day aids such as mobile phones or 
computers and very limited use of land line phones! 
The captain had responsibility for managing all injuries 
and illnesses on his ship and each captain was given a 
book called ‘The Ship Captains Medical Guide’, which 
was the Captain’s ‘bible’ (see photo). It would give advice 
on how to treat anything from sunburn to a heart attack 
and my father had to ensure that each captain had a copy. 
Most cargo ships carried no passengers but there were a 
few cargo-liners that were allowed to carry up to 12 
passengers without a doctor. More than 12 passengers 
required a doctor on board and these liners had specialised 
medical needs and were not supplied by my father’s 
company. 

My father worked in his London Office each weekday from Monday to Friday but as the staff were always 
short-handed during the war, on Saturday mornings he would go to Tilbury Docks to visit the newly-arrived 
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ships in port. From the age of 8, I was able to travel with my father to Tilbury on most Saturdays and we 
would leave our home in Leigh at about 8.30 am. The journey to Tilbury took less than an hour and even now 
I can recall how quiet were the roads. We might see at the most one or two cars road in contrast to the many 
thousands on these same roads today! 
On arriving at Tilbury Docks there would be a group of policemen guarding the Dock Gates, some of whom 
were armed. My father always managed to persuade the police to allow me in as he was well-known to the 
officers, but nevertheless he always brought a packet of 20 cigarettes just in case! I was only refused entry 
once and that was at the Shell Haven Oil Refinery wharf, not at Tilbury Docks. I remember having to spend 
several hours in a very cold waiting room whilst my father made his usual visit to an oil tanker. 
Once inside Tilbury Docks it was a complete contrast to the quietness of the outside world. Everywhere there 
was tremendous activity and each dock was full of cargo ships that were being unloaded. Large quay cranes 
were everywhere, lifting the cargo from the hold of each ship. And the place was swarming with men who 
were the dockers, busily carrying loads on their backs from the ships ready to be taken into the warehouses 
beside each quay. There were many small steam railway engines, belching steam and pulling lines of trucks 
alongside the quays. It was an amazing sight ‒ especially for an eight-year-old boy! 
Sometimes my father would have to visit a newly arrived ship still moored in the river and he would hire a 
launch to take us to the ship. To board the vessel, we had to use a ‘Jacobs’ rope ladder to climb the 20 feet or 
so to reach the deck. (I did find this a little stressful.) 
Once on board, we would be taken by a crew member to the captain’s cabin where we would always be made 
very welcome and I remember the ships captains were always very charming men. My father would set to 
work checking the medicine stock and also asking him about any medical problems on the recent voyage. After 
this, the captain would invite us for a chat and some light refreshments. I found these chats very interesting. 
During those war years there was no opportunity for schoolboys like me to travel and no chance to hear about 
distant places from people that had been there. Each captain was able to relate first-hand stories of distant 
places that he had recently arrived from. Even places like India, Australia or America were distant, unknown 
places to me at this time and I was absolutely fascinated by each story. As soon as my father and I arrived 
home, I got out my school atlas to find the places that the captains had spoken about. I remember being 
surprised how many places on the atlas were coloured ‘pink’ and my father said that they all belonged to 
Britain. 
There was always good food on the captain’s table, which was much fresher than our rationed food at home, 
and I remember in particular the whiteness of the bread. Rationed bread during the war was a rather grey 
colour. 
In early 1944, I recall visiting Tilbury with my father and noticing several very large square objects afloat in 
the docks. At the time, my father would not tell me what they were, but much later he told me that they were 

part of the ‘Mulberry Harbour’ which was to be 
used in the Normandy D-Day invasion. He also 
told me much later that there were many 
landing craft temporarily stored in the London 
Docks until D-Day. He received orders from 
the Admiralty to supply seasickness tablets 
(Kwells) to be placed on each craft for use on 
D-Day. The photo shows troops boarding a ship 
bound for one of the invasion beaches. 
After the war I imagined that the busy London 
Docks would go on forever and often thought 
about working in the docks myself, perhaps 
doing a similar job to my father. Sadly, Tilbury 
Dock and the other London docks did not last 
and in the 1960s with the coming of the 
container ships, which are much more efficient, 

the London Docks became obsolete and were closed. This is progress, but the London Docks were a vital and 
active community and in many ways are sadly missed by those whose families were employed as dock 
workers. Tony Bullock 
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                                           “PLEASED TO SAY …………………. 

……………. that you’ve passed” are the words that we all wanted to hear at the end of our driving test. 
However, one of the family is still waiting for these magic words as although, according to my niece, her 18-
year-old is a very good driver he has yet to take his practical driving test having failed the Theory Test (which 
was introduced in 1996 with a pass mark of 30 out of 35) on a few occasions.  My niece has remarked that if 
he perhaps studied for it, rather than just guessing the answers, he might stand a better chance and, although 
maybe a bit harsh, with the costs rising all of the time you can see where she is coming from: lessons certainly 
don’t come cheap, then there is the provisional license at £34, the theory test £23 and the driving test £62.  
It didn’t help that when we were chatting I said that although the first driving licence was introduced in 1903 
as a way of identifying vehicles and drivers, with the first edition of the Highway Code being published in 
1931, you didn’t have to take a test at all until 1935 (suspended during the War),  when it was a practical test 
with (in my day) a few questions about the Highway Code being asked by the Examiner at the end before you 
were told whether or not you had passed.  I don’t think that he quite believed me but he was even more amazed 
when I added that until May 1975 candidates had to demonstrate arm signals which meant having the window 
on the driver’s side down fully … “and yes, even if it was pouring with rain”.  I had to be perfectly honest 
with him though and admit that when I took my first test in the mid 1960’s I couldn’t remember doing this 
(although Alan confirmed that he certainly did) but as I had already rather spectacularly failed anyway with 
my ‘reversing round a corner’ manoeuvre the Examiner might well have decided not to prolong the agony 
(his!). 
In the end I got the cigarette cards out again, this time pasted in a book called Safety First (sorry about the 
foxing), to prove that back then there were several appropriate hand gestures unlike today when we get the 
universal one gesture fits all.  

 
 
Had to laugh when asked what Point 
Duty was – quite! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Alan and I both thought that when you 
extended your hand you had to rotate 
the arm anti- clockwise to turn left? 
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Above: Alan and I both thought that when you extended your hand you 
had to rotate the arm anti-clockwise to turn left? 

 
For card on the right: change the clothes for a hoodie and replace the 
paper with a mobile phone to show there’s nothing new under the sun! 

  

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
 

VACCINATIONS 
 
Having been effectively stuck indoors for so long, it is pleasing to hear that several vaccinations against Covid-
19 are now close to being ready.  However, and I think it was Boris that said ‘the cavalry is coming over the 
brow of the hill’, but they are not here yet. 
I thought I’d make a few investigations of my own; not to discover some miracle new vaccine but to understand 
a little about how they first came about.  After all, we take them so much for granted these days - we had all 
sorts of vaccinations as school children, I am sure we have all got that scar on our upper arm after being given 
a jab.  And now we are older we can have a flu jab to help keep us safe from that awful contagious respiratory 
illness caused by influenza viruses that infect the nose, throat, and sometimes the lungs.  
So how did it all start; well it actually goes back hundreds of years.  It is said Buddhist monks would drink 
snake venom to give them immunity to a snake bite, and the wiping of a disease-infected piece of animal or 
human skin onto another person’s skin was practiced in 17th century China, a method known as variolation, 
where the person treated is exposed to a small dose of the disease in the hope their body will first recover and 
then build an immunity to the disease.  This method of treatment was introduced, against much resistance, to 
Britain in the early 18th century; it was mostly used to try and give people immunity against smallpox and 
with a certain level of success.   
The individual credited with being the founder of vaccinology in the west is Edward Jenner, an English 
physician and scientist who lived from 1749 to 1825 and it has been said that his work has saved more lives 
than the work of any other human.  He featured in the BBC’s list of 100 Greatest Britons. 
Earlier physicians to Jenner had realised that prior infection with cowpox rendered a person immune to 
smallpox and several had experimented using vaccines with some success but it was Jenner, making the 
observation that milkmaids were generally immune to smallpox, who postulated that the pus in the blisters 
that milkmaids received from cowpox (a disease similar to smallpox, but much less virulent) protected them 
from smallpox. 
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On 14 May 1796, Jenner tested his 
hypothesis by inoculating James 
Phipps, an eight-year-old boy who 
was the son of Jenner's gardener. 
He scraped pus from cowpox 
blisters on the hands of Sarah 
Nelmes, a milkmaid who had 
caught cowpox from a cow called 
Blossom.  Jenner inoculated 
Phipps in both arms, which lead to 
a fever in the boy but not to a full-
blown infection. Later, he injected 
Phipps with disease-infected 
material, the routine method of 
immunization at that time. No 
disease followed. The boy was 
again later tested with infected 
material and once more showed no 

sign of infection. 
So that scar on your arm ‒ it’s all Jenner’s fault; and vaccinations as we know them today had started.  Fingers 
crossed the news we are hearing will result in a return to normality soon. David White 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 
BOOT SALE JOY 

 
A few years ago, our daughter Sue moved into a smaller property, which resulted in a lot of possessions surplus 
to requirements, and decided to attend the Saddler’s Farm Saturday boot sale to dispose of some of the items. 
The car was loaded up and she left home at 6 am. Arriving at the field in the pitch dark, she could only see the 
lights of the car in front to find the pitch for which she paid £9 to the farmer at the gate. Fortunately, her Dad 
went wither as the dealers quickly gathered round at the boot of the car asking for jewellery and other 
valuables. 
As daylight arrived there appeared to be about 500 cars setting up their sales pitches on ground sheets. By 7 
am, they had sold enough to cover the entrance fee at which time they phoned me to see I hadn’t overslept 
and forgotten to get Grandma up and dressed. It was a freezing cold, windy morning so they were glad they 
had taken a flask and some food. Up to that day, the morning weather had been hot! 
Now people had arrived to buy and other pitch holders came to have a look at Sue’s items. Everyone wanted 
a bargain. If you said 10p they wanted it for 5p! 
There was a lot of comradery and all-in-all it was a worthwhile experience, resulting in over £100 in the kitty! 
Joyce Taylor 
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 
A SEASONAL JOKE 

 
A pub landlord decided to hold a competition for the best Christmas decoration, to be judged on Christmas 
Eve. On the day there were just three entries sitting on the bar, each covered with a small sheet. So, when all 
his usual customers were in the pub (this was last year before the lock-down!), he lifted the cover of the first 
decoration and saw it was a ceramic Christmas Tree. The landlord said that it was very nice. He lifted off the 
cover on the next entry, which was a beautiful wood-carving of the Nativity. Again, the landlord said that it 
was very nice. He lifted the cover of the third entry and was surprised to see a pair of ladies shoes. He said 
they were very nice but didn’t know what they had to do with Christmas, when a voice from the back of the 
pub called out that they were Carols! Well at least it’s clean. Malcolm Bullock 
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MURDER IN HONEYPOT LANE: THE SHOOTING THAT SHOOK BASILDON 

The murders of Emma and Albert 
Watson brought horror to Basildon 
back in the summer of 1906. That 
year the summer was hot and dry 
and with no tap water in the area, 
residents had to rely on water from 
the ponds to drink and give to their 
animals. 
Husband and wife, Emma and 
Albert, had a well-tended property 
on Honeypot Lane with a small 
garden and a few animals. With no 
water on their land they gained 
permission from their neighbour 
Richard Buckham to collect water 
from his pond at Sawyers Farm. A 
city worker, Richard worked in 
London and commuted by train 

from Laindon Station which he could walk to from his home. On the hot dry morning of August 23, Richard 
left his home to attend work ‒ the Watson's had also left their property to fetch water on his land. The couple 
were never seen alive again. 
Later that day a man was walking past Sawyers Farm and 
noticed some figures by the pond, he stopped to see what was 
going on. Upon closer inspection the man was shocked by what 
he saw ‒ Emma and Albert were floating face down in the 
bloody pond. Full of adrenaline the man raced to the authorities 
and a police officer was summoned from Billericay to move the 
bodies into their bungalow. The sergeant searched the 
property and found that it had been ransacked and a sum of 
money stolen. The following day Robert Buckham, Richard's 
brother, broke down in tears and told the police of his 
brother's crime ‒ Richard had shot the Watsons. The Buckham's 
home was searched and two guns were found, both Richard and 
Robert were arrested and charged with murder.  
The case was heard in November 1906 and the younger brother, 
Robert, who was 16-years-old at the time was acquitted of the 
murder. However, during the trial Richard's mental state was 
examined and it was revealed that he suffered from headaches 
and that mental illness ran in the family. Richard's father told 
the courts how his late father had died in a padded cell at Colney 
Hatch and that his mother had a mania for breaking windows. 
He also noted that Richard's head was out of shape and said that 
he had been guilty of terrible acts of cruelty, on one occasion 
having cut up a cat and, on another occasion, held a cat in a vice 
and tried to bore a hole into its head.  
It is believed this was one of the first cases for a defendant's 
mental state to be taken in to account. The jury also heard that Emma Watson had been shot twice, requiring 
Richard to have reloaded the shotgun to shoot her again. Richard Buckham was hanged at Chelmsford Prison 
for the violent murders of Albert and Emma Watson on December 4, 1906.  
Mr and Mrs Watson were buried in the graveyard of St. Mary Magadelene's in Great Burstead where it is 
reported a large crowd turned out to pay their respects at the funeral. Nicole Baddeley, Echo Newspapers 


